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Abstract

A new method for sparse LU factorization is presented that com-
bines a left-looking column pre-ordering strategy with a right-looking

unsymmetric-pattern multifrontal numerical factorization. The col-

umn ordering is selected to give a good a priori upper bound on �ll-in

and then re�ned during numerical factorization (while preserving the

bound). Pivot rows are selected to maintain numerical stability and

to preserve sparsity. Left-looking methods cannot select pivot rows to

preserve sparsity. As a result, the new method nearly always obtains

better orderings than both left-looking methods (such as that used in

MATLAB), and the prior unsymmetric-pattern multifrontal method

on which it is based (MA38, or UMFPACK Version 2).
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1 Introduction

This paper considers the direct solution of systems of linear equations, Ax =
b, where A is sparse and unsymmetric. The matrix PAQ is factorized into
the product LU. The column ordering Q is selected to give a good a pri-
ori upper bound on �ll-in and then re�ned during numerical factorization
(while preserving the upper bound on �ll-in). The row ordering P is se-
lected to maintain numerical stability and to preserve sparsity. The method
is a combination of a column pre-ordering and symbolic analysis phase based
on COLAMD [16, 17, 39], and a numerical factorization phase based on a
modi�cation of the unsymmetric-pattern multifrontal method (UMFPACK
Version 2, or MA38 [14, 15], which does not have a pre-ordering and symbolic
analysis phase).

The pre-ordering and symbolic analysis of the method presented here is
similar to that used by left-looking methods such as SuperLU [18] or MAT-
LAB's LU [33, 34]. In these methods, the column pre-ordering Q is selected
to provide a good upper bound on �ll-in, no matter how the row ordering
P is chosen during numerical factorization. However, left-looking methods
cannot select the row ordering to preserve sparsity. MA38 can select both
the row and column ordering to preserve sparsity, but it lacks an analysis
phase that gives good a priori bounds on �ll-in. It can thus experience un-
acceptable �ll-in for some matrices. In contrast to both of these strategies,
the numerical factorization in the method described here has the same a
prior upper bound on �ll-in as left-looking methods (something that MA38
lacks), and the new method can select the row ordering P based on sparsity
preserving criteria (something that left-looking methods cannot do).

Section 2 gives an overview of the prior methods that the new method
is based on or related to: column pre-orderings, a priori upper bounds on
�ll-in, left-looking methods, and right-looking multifrontal methods. Sec-
tion 3 describes the new algorithm. Performance results and comparisons
with other codes are given in Section 4, before a few concluding remarks and
information on the availability of the code are given in Section 5.

2 Background

The new method is related to left-looking methods, since it uses a column
pre-ordering that gives the same a priori bounds on �ll-in. The numerical
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factorization phase is based on the right-looking multifrontal method, guided
by the supernodal column elimination tree. These related methods are de-
scribed below.

2.1 Column pre-orderings

Fill-in is the introduction of new nonzero entries in L and U whose corre-
sponding entries in A are zero. The row and column orderings, P and Q,
determine the amount of �ll-in that occurs. Finding the best ordering is an
NP-complete problem [45], and thus heuristics are used.

Suppose the column ordering Q is �xed, and let C = AQ. Sparse Gaus-
sian elimination with partial pivoting selects P via standard partial pivoting
with row interchanges, and factorizes PC into LU. If C has a zero-free di-
agonal the nonzero pattern of U is a subset of the nonzero pattern of the
Cholesky factor LC of CTC [30]. The entries in each column of L can be
rearranged so that their nonzero pattern is a subset of the nonzero pattern
of LC . This subset relationship holds no matter how P is chosen during
Gaussian elimination on C.

This observation leads to a useful method for �nding an ordering Q that
gives a good upper bound on the �ll-in in the LU factors of C = AQ. Simply
use for Q an ordering that reduces �ll-in in the Cholesky factorization of
(AQ)TAQ [28, 30, 31]. The COLMMD [33] and COLAMD [16, 17, 39]
routines in MATLAB �nd an ordering Q without constructing the nonzero
pattern of ATA.

2.2 Left-looking methods

Left-looking methods such as LU organize their computation with the col-
umn elimination tree (the elimination tree of CTC [40]). SuperLU uses the
supernodal column elimination tree to reduce execution time by exploiting
dense matrix kernels (the BLAS [19]) in the computation of each supercol-
umn (a group of columns of L with the same upper bound on their nonzero
pattern). MA48 in the Harwell Subroutine Library is another example of a
left-looking method [26]. It di�ers from LU and SuperLU by using a partial
right-looking numerical factorization as its pre-ordering strategy.

At the kth step of factorization of an n-by-n matrix A, the kth column
of U is computed. The pivot entry is chosen in the kth column, permuted to
the diagonal, and the kth column of L is computed. Columns k + 1 to n of
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A are neither accessed nor modi�ed in the kth step. The advantage of this
approach is that it can be implemented in time proportional to the number of
oating-point operations [34]. This is not known to be true of right-looking
methods such as the multifrontal method. However, the disadvantage is that
the kth pivot row cannot be selected on the basis of sparsity, since the nonzero
patterns of the candidate pivot rows are unknown. The pre-ordering Q is
found by assuming that all candidate pivot rows at the kth step have the
same upper bound nonzero pattern. The pivot row is selected solely on the
basis of maintaining numerical accuracy. Only a right-looking method (one
that modi�es the columns k + 1 through n at the kth step of factorization)
has access to the true nonzero patterns of candidate pivot rows at the kth
step of factorization.

2.3 Right-looking multifrontal methods

The multifrontal method is one example of a right-looking method. Once
the kth pivot row and column are found, the elimination is performed and
the outer-product is applied to the remaining (n � k)-by-(n � k) submatrix
that has yet to be factorized.

The factorization is performed in a sequence of frontal matrices. Each
frontal matrix is a small dense submatrix that holds one or more pivot rows
and their corresponding pivot columns. Consider the �rst frontal matrix. The
original entries in the corresponding rows and columns of A are assembled
into the frontal matrix. The corresponding eliminations are performed, and
the contribution block (a Schur complement) is computed. This contribution
block is placed on a stack for use in a later frontal matrix. The factorization
of subsequent frontal matrices is the same, except that it is preceded by an
assembly step in which contribution blocks (or portions of them) are assem-
bled (added) into the current frontal matrix. After the assembly step, the
current frontal matrix has a complete representation of a set of pivot rows and
columns. In all multifrontal methods, more than one pivot row and column
can be held in a frontal matrix. Computing the Schur complement can be
done with dense matrix-matrix multiplication (DGEMM [19]), an operation
that can obtain near-peak performance on high-performance computers.

Many approaches have been taken to apply the multifrontal method to
di�erent classes of matrices:

1. symmetric positive de�nite matrices [8, 41],
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2. symmetric inde�nite matrices (MA27) [23, 24],

3. unsymmetric matrices with actual or implied symmetric nonzero pat-
tern (MA41) [3, 21, 25],

4. unsymmetric matrices where the unsymmetric nonzero pattern is par-
tially preserved (MA41u) [5, 6],

5. unsymmetric matrices where the unsymmetric nonzero pattern is fully
preserved (MA38) [14, 15],

6. and QR factorization of rectangular matrices [4, 42].

There are signi�cant di�erences among these various approaches. For the
�rst four approaches, the frontal matrices are related to one another by the
elimination tree of A, or the elimination tree of A+AT if A is unsymmetric
[40, 41]. The elimination tree has n nodes; each node corresponds to one pivot
row and column. The parent of node k is node p, where p is the smallest row
index of nonzero entries below the diagonal in the kth column of L. A frontal
matrix corresponds to a path in the elimination tree whose columns of L have
similar or identical nonzero pattern; the tree with one node per frontal matrix
is called the assembly tree [22] or the supernodal elimination tree. Each
frontal matrix is designed so that it can fully accommodate the contribution
blocks of each of its children in the assembly tree. Thus, the assembly step
adds the contribution blocks of each child into the current frontal matrix.
For symmetric positive de�nite matrices, all of the pivots originally assigned
to a frontal matrix by the symbolic analysis phase are numerically factorized
within that frontal matrix. For other classes of matrices, some pivots might
not be eliminated, and the contribution block can be larger than predicted.
The uneliminated pivot is delayed, and its elimination is attempted in the
parent instead.

In the �rst three approaches, the frontal matrices are square. In a recent
approach by Amestoy, Du�, and Puglisi [5, 6] (approach #4 in the list above),
it was noted that rows and columns in the frontal matrix that contain only
zero entries can be detected during numerical factorization and removed from
the frontal matrix. The frontal matrix is rectangular, and the assembly tree
is still used.

The �rst four approaches precede the numerical factorization with a sym-
metric reordering of A or A +AT, typically with a minimum degree [1, 29]
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or nested-dissection ordering [9, 28, 37, 38] as part of a symbolic analysis
phase.

The �fth approach, used in MA38, does not use a pre-ordering or sym-
bolic analysis phase. Rectangular frontal matrices are constructed during
numerical factorization, using an approximate Markowitz ordering. The �rst
pivot within a frontal matrix de�nes the pivot row and column pattern and
the size of the frontal matrix. Extra room is added to accommodate subse-
quent pivot rows and columns. Subsequent pivots are then sought that can
be factorized using the same frontal matrix, allowing the use of dense matrix
kernels. The frontal matrices are related to one another via a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) rather than an elimination tree.

The last approach, multifrontal QR factorization [4, 42], is based on the
column elimination tree of A.

3 The algorithm

An overview of the new algorithm (UMFPACK Version 3.2) is given below,
followed with details of its implementation. It uses the �fth approach in the
list above (like MA38). Unlike MA38, it precedes the numerical factorization
with a column pre-ordering and symbolic analysis phase.

3.1 Overview

UMFPACK3 �rst �nds a column pre-ordering that reduces �ll-in, without
regard to numerical values. Next, the analysis phase breaks the factorization
of the matrix A down into a sequence of dense rectangular frontal matrices.
The frontal matrices are related to each other by a supernodal column elimi-
nation tree, in which each node in the tree represents one frontal matrix. This
phase also determines upper bounds on the memory usage, the oating-point
operation count, and the number of nonzeros in the LU factors.

In its numerical phase, UMFPACK3 factorizes each chain of frontal ma-
trices in a single work array, similar to how the unifrontal method [27] fac-
torizes the whole matrix. A chain of frontal matrices is a sequence of fronts
where the parent of front i is i + 1 in the supernodal column elimination
tree. Like all multifrontal methods, UMFPACK3 is an outer-product based,
right-looking method. At the k-th step of Gaussian elimination, it represents
the updated submatrix Ak as an implicit summation of a set of dense con-
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tribution blocks (also referred to here as elements, borrowing a phrase from
�nite-element methods) that arise when the frontal matrices are factorized
and their pivot rows and columns eliminated.

Each frontal matrix represents the elimination of one or more columns;
each column of A will be eliminated in a speci�c frontal matrix, and which
frontal matrix will be used for each column is determined by the analysis
phase. This is in contrast to prior multifrontal methods for unsymmetric or
symmetric inde�nite matrices, in which pivots can be delayed to the parent
frontal matrix (and further up the tree as well). It di�ers from MA38, which
has no symbolic analysis at all. The pivot rows are not known ahead of
time as they are for the multifrontal method for symmetric positive de�nite
matrices, however.

The analysis phase determines the worst-case size of each frontal matrix
so that they can hold any candidate pivot column assigned to them, and
any candidate pivot row. From the perspective of the analysis phase, any
candidate pivot column in the frontal matrix is identical (in terms of nonzero
pattern), and so is any candidate pivot row. A left-looking numerical factor-
ization method does not have any additional information.

However, the right-looking numerical factorization phase of UMFPACK3
has more information than its analysis phase. It uses this information to re-
order the columns within each frontal matrix to reduce �ll-in. Similarly, since
the number of nonzeros in each row and column are maintained (more pre-
cisely, COLMMD-style approximate degrees [33]), a pivot row can be selected
based on sparsity-preserving criteria as well as numerical considerations (re-
laxed threshold partial pivoting). This information about row and column
degrees is not available to left-looking methods.

Thus, the numerical factorization re�nes the column ordering Q by re-
ordering the pivot columns within each front, and it computes the row order-
ing P, which has the dual role of reducing �ll-in and maintaining numerical
accuracy (via relaxed partial pivoting and row interchanges).

3.2 Column pre-ordering and symbolic analysis

The column pre-ordering is a slightly modi�ed version of COLAMD [16,
17, 39]. COLAMD �nds a symmetric permutation Q of the matrix ATA

(without formingATA explicitly), and is based on an approximate minimum
degree method [1].
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Next, the symbolic analysis phase constructs the supernodal column elim-
ination tree. The tree is post-ordered, with the largest child of each node
being ordered just before its parent. Next, each frontal matrix is assigned to
a unifrontal chain. After the post-ordering, two frontal matrices i and i + 1
are in the same chain if i + 1 is the parent of i. The largest frontal matrix
in each chain is found; this determines the size of the work array to be used
to factorize the chain. In the numerical factorization phase, the unifrontal
method will be applied to each chain, with as few as a single contribution
block being stacked per chain (more may be created if this results in too
large of a contribution block with too many explicitly zero entries). The
symbolic phase determines upper bounds on the memory usage, the number
of nonzeros in L and U, and the oating-point operation count. This entire
phase, including the ordering, is computed in space proportional to number
of nonzeros in A.

MA38 attempts to �nd unifrontal chains on the y. The post-ordering
of UMFPACK3 �nds much longer unifrontal chains, which is why it is able
to achieve much higher performance than MA38. Post-ordering the tree also
reduces memory usage of the contribution block stack. Performance results
are discussed in more detail in Section 4.

3.3 Numerical factorization

The numerical factorization phase starts by allocating several temporary data
structures, including a work array that can hold the largest frontal matrix
in the supernodal column elimination tree, and a stack to hold the elements.
During numerical factorization, the active submatrixAk is held as a collection
of rectangular elements, one for each non-pivotal column of A and one for
each contribution block created during numerical factorization. To facilitate
the scanning of rows and columns, element lists [14] for each row and column
hold the list of elements that contribute to that row and column. These are
also used to compute the COLMMD-style approximate degrees used during
numerical factorization.

Let Ci denote the set of jCij candidate pivot columns in the ith frontal
matrix. The set of non-pivotal columns that can appear in the ith frontal
is Ni. Let Ri denote the set of jRij candidate pivot rows for the ith frontal
matrix. The sum of jCij for all i is equal to n; this is not the case for Ri.
The upper bound on the size of the frontal matrix is jRij-by-(jCij + jNij).
If the matrix is structurally nonsingular, jRij � jCij for all i will hold. The
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parent of node i is the smallest numbered node that contains a column in Ni

as one of its own candidate pivot columns. The Algorithm 1 is an outline of
the method (nB is a parameter, 24 by default).

3.4 Frontal matrix strategy and local pivot search

Figure 1 shows the (n� k)-by-(n� k) active submatrix Ak being factorized,
and the portion of that matrix that may be held in the work array (the
shaded region, which is the upper-bound of the current frontal matrix). The
current frontal matrix occupies only part of the work array, shown as the two
dark shaded regions. These two regions are actually stored as one contiguous
block. During factorization within this frontal matrix, some of the candidate
rows in Ri will appear in the frontal matrix, and some may not (some of
these may never appear). Likewise, some of the columns in Ci will appear
in the front and some will not yet appear (but they are all guaranteed to
appear by the time the frontal matrix is fully factorized). Finally, some of
the columns in Ni will currently be in the front, but some will not (and like
Ri, some may never appear). The frontal matrix has been permuted in this
perspective so that the candidate pivot columns Ci are placed �rst followed
by the non-pivotal columns in the set Ni. Note that the work array is large
enough to hold all candidate pivot rows (Ri), and all candidate pivot columns
(Ci); the part of these rows and columns outside the work array is zero in the
active submatrix Ak. The (k�1)st and prior pivots are not shown, but some
of these are held in the frontal matrix as well and are removed when their
pending updates are applied to the contribution block. These outer-product
updates are applied via a dense matrix-matrix multiply.

The search for the kth pivot row and column is limited, but it is this step
that allows the method to typically obtain orderings that are better than
left-looking methods. Up to two candidate pivot columns are examined: the
column of least approximate degree in Ci in the current front, and the one of
least approximate degree in Ci but not in the current front. In each of these
two columns, up to two candidate pivot entries are sought: the candidate
row of least approximate degree in the current front, and the row of least
approximate degree not in the current front. The pivot entry must also
be numerically acceptable (by default, an absolute value of 0.1 times the
absolute value of the largest entry in the candidate pivot column, or larger).
The row and column degrees are not exact; COLMMD-style approximate
degrees are used, which is simply the sum of the sizes of the contribution
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Algorithm 1: UMFPACK3 numerical factorization

initializations
k = 0
i = 0
for each chain:

current frontal matrix is empty
for each frontal matrix in the chain:

i = i+ 1
for jCij iterations:

k = k + 1
�nd the kth pivot row and column
if too many zero entries in new contribution block

apply pending updates
create new contribution block and place on stack
start a new frontal matrix

else

if too many zero entries in new LU part of frontal matrix
apply pending updates

end if

extend the frontal matrix
end if

assemble contribution blocks into current frontal matrix
scale pivot row and column
save kth column of L and kth row of U
if # pivots in current frontal matrix � nB

apply pending updates
end if

end for jCij iterations
end for each frontal matrix in the chain
apply pending updates
create new contribution block and place on stack

end for each chain
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Figure 1: The active submatrix and current frontal matrix
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blocks in each row and column. Tighter approximations were tried (as in
COLAMD and AMD), but this was not found to improve the ordering quality.
Since the tighter AMD-style approximation requires a second pass over the
element lists of the rows and columns in the current frontal matrix, the
simpler COLMMD-style approximation was used instead. The tighter AMD-
style degree approximation is used only by the column pre-ordering in the
symbolic analysis phase.

The candidate pivot entries are shown as four dots in Figure 1. Anywhere
from one to four of these candidates may exist. These candidates are eval-
uated, and the exact degrees of up to two candidate pivot columns and up
to four candidate pivot rows are computed. The best one of the candidate
pivot entries is chosen as the kth pivot row and column. The metric used to
evaluate these candidates is a form of approximate minimum �ll-in [43, 44];
the pivot entry that causes the least growth in the size of the actual frontal
matrix is chosen.

Increasing the size of the current frontal matrix to include the new pivot
row and column may create new zero entries in the frontal matrix, in either
the pending pivot rows and columns, or the contribution block, or both.
Pending updates are applied if the number of zero entries in the pending
pivot rows and columns (not shown in Figure 1) increase beyond a threshold.
The updates are also applied, and the current contribution block stacked, if
too many zero entries would be included in the old contribution block; in
this case a new frontal matrix is started. The latter step also occurs at the
end of a chain.

After the pivot search and possible update and/or extension of the frontal
matrix, prior contribution blocks are assembled into the current frontal ma-
trix. These are found by scanning the element lists, in the same manner as
MA38. The assembly DAG used by MA38 is neither used nor computed in
UMFPACK3; its role is replaced by the simpler supernodal column elimina-
tion tree computed in the analysis phase. The kth pivot row and column are
computed and a copy is saved in a separate compressed-index data structure
for L and U. Finally, pending updates are applied if suÆcient work has
accumulated.
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4 Experimental results

In this section the new method, UMFPACK3, is compared with LU, Su-
perLU, MA38, and the latest \unsymmetric" version of MA41 [5, 6], referred
to here as MA41u. Each method (except for LU) was compiled with iden-
tical compiler parameters (the highest level of optimization), and executed
on a Sun Ultra 80 with 4GB of main memory and four processors. Only
one processor was used, although SuperLU and MA41u both have parallel
versions. The Sun Performance Library BLAS was used. LU was used within
MATLAB Version 6.0. It does not make use of the BLAS.

With the exception of MA38 and LU, all methods used their default
parameter settings and ordering methods. MA38 can permute a matrix to
block triangular form [11, 20, 22] and then factorize each irreducible diagonal
block. This can improve performance for some matrices. The other methods
do not include this option, but can be easily adapted to do so via a short
MATLAB script. This was tested, and the overall relative results presented
here do not change very much. MATLAB uses LU with COLMMD [33] to
solve sparse linear systems (x=Anb), although its built-in COLAMD routine
is faster and generates better orderings [16, 17, 39].

The UF sparse matrix collection [12] includes 357 real, square, unsym-
metric sparse matrices. All methods were tested on all but three of the very
largest matrices (appu, pre2, and xenon2) which could not be factorized
on this computer. Statistics gathered for each method included:

� The CPU time for the pre-ordering and symbolic analysis phase, and
the numerical factorization phase. The total run time is the sum of
these two times.

� The number of nonzeros in L+U. This excludes the zero entries that
most methods explicitly store in their data structures for L and U.
It also excludes the unit diagonal of L, which does not need to be
explicitly stored.

� The \canonical" oating-point operation count. This was computed
based solely on the nonzero pattern of L and U,

nX

k=1

2LkUk +
nX

k=1

Lk
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where Lk is the number of o�-diagonal nonzeros in column k of L, and
Uk is the number of o�-diagonal nonzeros in row k of U. Both Lk

and Uk exclude explicitly stored entries that are numerically zero. The
op count is a function of the quality of the pivot ordering found by
the method (P and Q), and not a function of how the factorization is
actually computed.

� The total memory usage, excluding the space required to hold A, x,
and b. LU and MA41u do not report this metric. LU's memory usage
when A is real and square is 12 bytes per nonzero in L+U (excluding
the unit diagonal of L, which is explicitly stored), plus 53n bytes for
P, Q, the rest of the data structures for L and U, and temporary work
space [32]. The memory usage of MA41u was found via binary search
on the size of its two work arrays (one double precision array and one
integer array).

� The norm of the residual, jjAx� bjj1.

LU uses a default threshold partial pivoting ratio of 1.0 (true partial piv-
oting), while UMFPACK3 uses its default of 0.1 (entries in the L computed
by UMFPACK3 have a magnitude of 10 or less). All methods except LU use
iterative re�nement with sparse backward error [7] in their forward/backward
solve step. UMFPACK3 was found to be just as accurate as LU.

The symmetry of the pattern a sparse matrix is de�ned as the number
of matched o�-diagonal entries over the total number of o�-diagonal entries.
An entry aij is matched if i 6= j and aji is also an entry. A matrix with a
symmetric pattern has a symmetry of one; a completely asymmetric pattern
has a symmetry of zero. The test set is split into two parts, unsymmetric
matrices (symmetry < 0:5) and \symmetric" (symmetry � 0:5). Only the
larger matrices are considered, de�ned as those for which LU requires 107 or
more oating-point operations. Numerically singular matrices are discarded.
This leads to a test set of 77 unsymmetric matrices and 94 symmetric ones.

Results for all 77 unsymmetric matrices are shown in Figure 2. Each
of the four plots depicts the relative results of one method as compared to
UMFPACK3. Each circle on the plot is a single matrix. The x-axis is the
log2 of ratio of the memory required to factorize the matrix using the speci�c
method over the memory required by UMFPACK3 to factorize the matrix.
The y-axis is the log2 of the relative total run time. Thus, a circle in the
upper right quadrant depicts a matrix for which the speci�c method requires
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Figure 2: Results relative to UMFPACK3 (unsymmetric-patterned matrices)
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more time and more memory than UMFPACK3. The x-y axes are drawn as
solid lines; these are bracketed by dashed lines representing relative results
of 0.8 and 1.25 respectively. Within these two dashed lines, the results for
the speci�c method and UMFPACK3 are comparable. Median relative run
time and memory usage results are shown as dotted lines. Figure 3 reports
the same results for the 94 symmetric-patterned matrices. All eight plots in
the two �gures use the same x-y axes for ease of comparison. This means
a few outliers are not shown in some plots of Figure 3. Table 1 reports the
median relative results for these two sets of matrices, as well as two metrics
not shown in Figures 2 and 3: the relative number of canonical oating point
operations, and the relative number of nonzeros in L+U.

A selection of matrices is given Tables 2 through 4. These are the
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Figure 3: Results relative to UMFPACK3 (symmetric-patterned matrices)
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Table 1: Median relative results vs. UMFPACK3
LU SuperLU MA38 MA41u

unsymmetric test set
time: 7.47 3.05 1.53 0.81
op: 1.59 1.58 1.88 1.70
memory: 1.27 1.32 1.58 1.94
nnz in L+U: 1.28 1.27 1.30 1.18

symmetric test set
time: 4.99 1.83 1.76 0.43
op: 1.26 1.26 2.06 0.56
memory: 1.37 1.37 1.58 0.90
nnz in L+U: 1.13 1.13 1.27 0.68
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Table 2: Selected unsymmetric-patterned matrices

Source Name n nnz in sym. description
1000's

Bai rw5151 5151 20.2 0.490 Markov chain, random walk
Grund bayer01 57735 275.1 0.000 chemical process simulation
Mallya lhr71c 70304 1528.1 0.002 chemical process simulation
Zitney rdist1 4134 94.4 0.059 chemical process simulation
Vavasis av41092 41092 1683.9 0.001 irregular �nite-element problem
Hollinger g7jac200 59310 717.6 0.032 economics, G7 social security
Hollinger mark3jac140 64089 376.4 0.074 economics, Intl. Monetary Fund

Table 3: Selected circuit simulation matrices

Source Name n nnz in sym. description
1000's

Grund meg1 2904 58.1 0.002 1MB memory circuit
Grund meg4 5860 25.3 1.000 4MB memory circuit
AT&T twotone 120750 1206.3 0.245 frequency domain, harmonic balance
Bomhof circuit 1 2624 35.8 1.000 di�erential algebraic equations
Bomhof circuit 4 80209 307.6 0.829 di�erential algebraic equations
Hamm memplus 17758 99.1 1.000 memory circuit
Hamm scircuit 170998 958.9 1.000 digital circuit with parasitics

Table 4: Selected symmetric-patterned matrices
Source Name n nnz in sym. description

1000's
Li li 22695 1215.2 1.000 3D, magnetohydrodynamics
Wang wang4 26068 177.2 1.000 3D MOSFET semiconductor
Zhao Zhao2 33861 166.5 0.922 electromagnetic system
Ronis xenon1 48600 1181.1 1.000 complex zeolite/sodalite crystal
Simon bbmat 38744 1771.7 0.530 2D airfoil
Simon raefsky4 19779 1316.8 1.000 buckling problem for container model
FIDAP ex11 16614 1096.9 1.000 3D, cylinder & at plate heat exch.
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largest matrices within each class (matrix source or problem type). Circuit
simulation matrices occurred in both the unsymmetric and symmetric sets;
a selection of these are listed separately in Table 3.

Results for these matrices are given in Tables 5 through 7, which lists the
run time in seconds (including the symbolic analysis and ordering phase), the
canonical oating-point operation count (in millions), the total amount of
memory used (in megabytes), and the number of nonzeros in L+U (in thou-
sands; this count excludes the unit diagonal of L) for LU, SuperLU, UMF-
PACK3, MA38, and MA41u. Table 6 also shows the results for UMFPACK3
with a non-default column ordering from SYMAMD applied to A+AT, and
with a non-default option that prefers the diagonal entry as pivot. Results
within 25% of the best result for a particular matrix (excluding the non-
default ordering for UMFPACK3) are shown in bold. Note that a few of the
circuit simulation matrix results do not �t in the axes chosen for Figure 3.

These results must be interpreted with caution; the test set is not a
statistical sample of all sparse matrices encountered in practice, and the
run time results can di�er depending on the computer used. SuperLU and
MA41u both have parallel versions. LU, UMFPACK3, and MA38 do not.
UMFPACK3 is based on the supernodal column elimination tree, which could
be used to guide a parallel version of UMFPACK3. MA38 has no such
tree, although a parallel re-factorize algorithm based on the elimination DAG
found in a prior sequential numerical factorization has been developed [2, 35,
36].

The left-looking methods LU and SuperLU �nd nearly identical orderings
because they use the same pre-ordering and pivoting strategy. UMFPACK3
behaves most similarly to the left-looking methods. This is to be expected,
since all three methods use the same pre-ordering, are based on the column
elimination tree, and exploit the same worst-case upper bound on �ll-in. Be-
cause UMFPACK3 can further re�ne the row and column ordering based
on the row and column degrees available during factorization, it is typically
able to �nd a better pivot ordering than LU and SuperLU, leading to fewer
oating-point operations, fewer nonzeros in L and U, and less memory us-
age. UMFPACK3 is typically faster than LU and SuperLU in this particular
environment, more so for the largest matrices.

UMFPACK3 makes eÆcient use of memory, even though it needs a large
work array to hold a contribution block stack, and another large work array
for the current frontal matrix. Table 8 lists the median number of bytes per
nonzero entry in L + U; this is the total memory usage including all work
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Table 5: Results for selected unsymmetric-patterned matrices
Matrix LU SuperLU UMF3 MA38 MA41u
Bai time: 1.3 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.5

rw5151 op: 28.1 28.3 21.6 48.9 37.7
mem: 4.1 5.0 3.4 5.6 5.7
nnz LU: 333.6 336.0 295.7 392.2 312.4

Grund time: 3.9 2.5 3.1 3.7 2.6

bayer01 op: 33.4 33.6 18.3 26.1 37.7
mem: 18.0 27.0 15.8 17.0 34.3
nnz LU: 1320.8 1305.4 1004.9 1044.2 1283.2

Mallya time: 181.2 163.4 123.7 151.4 45.7

lhr71c op: 492.4 492.1 346.8 932.9 528.7
mem: 84.7 89.3 54.3 101.1 128.7
nnz LU: 7086.7 7086.6 5960.4 8783.0 7087.4

Zitney time: 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4

rdist1 op: 14.9 14.9 6.6 7.0 5.6

mem: 4.3 4.7 2.6 3.4 3.8
nnz LU: 357.6 357.6 234.1 230.2 210.4

Vavasis time: 3438.9 843.9 197.1 346.7 40.1

av41092 op: 74015.6 73965.0 33310.9 63999.3 3543.3

mem: 491.7 436.7 374.9 469.7 168.3

nnz LU: 42782.8 42764.2 39140.1 38139.6 9055.7

Hollinger time: 3164.7 1057.9 254.1 331.5 -
g7jac200 op: 61457.9 61821.6 54740.5 44344.0 -

mem: 532.1 546.4 416.4 388.2 -
nnz LU: 46235.8 46358.0 40575.3 32484.7 -

Hollinger time: 7006.6 2156.2 270.2 2198.1 1485.3
mark3jac140 op: 119173.3 110564.0 63216.1 289004.0 391125.9

mem: 641.0 598.7 444.7 1415.0 1007.7
nnz LU: 55730.1 53352.7 40215.3 79813.1 90927.8
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Table 6: Results for selected circuit simulation matrices

Matrix LU SuperLU UMF3 MA38 MA41u UMF3 w/
(default) SYMAMD

Grund time: 1.2 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 4.1
meg1 op: 19.5 42.2 2.5 3.2 30.2 60.3

mem: 3.0 5.9 5.5 2.0 9.2 10.8
nnz LU: 249.0 355.3 122.0 130.9 303.9 410.1

Grund time: 1.2 3.5 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3
meg4 op: 28.1 28.1 14.2 0.2 0.3 0.1

mem: 4.0 10.8 6.0 1.1 1.4 0.2
nnz LU: 322.3 322.3 242.6 45.4 45.0 37.1

AT&T time: 449.8 169.9 60.2 67.5 57.6 3717.5
twotone op: 8445.3 8480.3 10787.2 10126.3 9360.6 281806.2

mem: 190.7 248.2 154.7 172.2 312.8 1043.0
nnz LU: 16131.4 16201.0 14975.0 14061.6 11544.5 132972.7

Bomhof time: 16.2 4.6 1.3 0.4 0.3 0.3
circuit 1 op: 442.4 442.4 2.1 0.9 0.8 0.8

mem: 11.8 10.5 6.4 1.2 1.5 3.4
nnz LU: 1019.9 1019.1 54.5 44.0 44.6 42.9

Bomhof time: 5241.7 2090.5 1114.3 12.1 10.8 37.7
circuit 4 op: 103079.9 101322.0 139762.6 6.3 5.8 6.3

mem: 435.8 474.7 2279.2 14.4 18.5 55.0
nnz LU: 37728.7 39799.7 43599.1 443.0 487.6 440.6

Hamm time: 152.5 37.4 6.9 0.9 0.4 2.0
memplus op: 3422.3 3422.2 10.9 1.6 1.8 1.6

mem: 38.3 35.4 34.2 4.0 4.6 9.4
nnz LU: 3264.8 3264.8 220.9 133.0 140.9 122.4

Hamm time: 30.0 15.4 11.9 7.7 4.2 157.7
scircuit op: 582.0 582.0 307.6 93.7 57.7 59.3

mem: 80.4 100.7 55.7 49.9 57.4 75.1
nnz LU: 6272.3 6272.3 4819.4 2963.1 2942.3 2552.3
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Table 7: Results for selected symmetric-patterned matrices
Matrix LU SuperLU UMF3 MA38 MA41u
Li time: 5210.4 1889.9 542.6 1085.8 385.1

li op: 109145.9 109180.0 115764.5 193152.6 83254.0

mem: 663.9 660.8 685.7 1024.8 676.9

nnz LU: 57910.2 57924.3 56959.6 91050.9 47011.6

Wang time: 1586.7 388.8 106.7 197.1 25.9

wang4 op: 32171.2 32171.2 30497.4 40076.3 10472.1

mem: 292.7 255.5 263.1 271.3 135.3

nnz LU: 25460.7 25460.7 23876.1 24309.5 11472.2

Zhao time: 691.5 179.5 49.5 327.1 85.2
Zhao2 op: 11546.8 11932.4 11121.2 60281.0 15056.6

mem: 196.8 189.3 155.7 450.6 186.3

nnz LU: 17045.3 17231.3 14967.0 33259.2 17250.9

Ronis time: 4082.7 999.1 290.4 780.1 62.1

xenon1 op: 88811.1 88811.0 88844.1 157709.8 26790.6

mem: 702.3 600.1 552.5 955.6 313.2

nnz LU: 61153.7 61153.6 59024.2 67816.8 30118.5

Simon time: 2054.7 645.6 172.6 1767.6 125.9

bbmat op: 45069.5 45092.9 37749.5 342827.6 40415.2

mem: 571.8 514.4 378.5 1482.2 450.8

nnz LU: 49795.9 49810.1 44086.8 131470.3 44886.1

Simon time: 539.2 173.2 49.0 147.0 20.6

raefsky4 op: 13408.8 13408.8 12888.4 29327.7 8247.9

mem: 245.4 216.9 181.9 256.3 151.7

nnz LU: 21354.5 21354.5 20933.5 23812.3 13336.5

FIDAP time: 496.1 145.9 33.4 274.6 19.8

ex11 op: 11822.3 11888.1 6756.5 53393.5 7278.7

mem: 217.5 197.6 123.8 389.2 130.5

nnz LU: 18928.0 18967.1 13983.8 33196.1 12520.6
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Table 8: Memory usage (median bytes per nonzero in L +U)
Test set LU SuperLU UMF3 MA38 MA41u
unsymmetric 12.3 12.7 12.6 14.3 19.0
symmetric 12.3 11.9 10.4 12.8 13.8

arrays (but excluding the matrixA) divided by the total number of nonzeros
in L+U. Eight bytes are required to hold the numerical value of each entry
L or U itself; an integer row or column index takes four bytes.

UMFPACK3 is more memory-eÆcient that its predecessor, MA38, in
terms of bytes per entry in the resulting LU factors, primarily because of
its use of a post-ordered supernodal column elimination tree. UMFPACK3
tends to be faster than MA38 and �nds better orderings for most matrices,
with the notable exception of circuit simulation matrices. These matrices
often have dense rows, and thus ATA tends to be dense. In this case, the
worst-case upper bound is too pessimistic. MA38 uses an approximate-degree
Markowitz criteria on the pattern of the active submatrix Ak itself, and does
not consider ATA. This is also true of MA41u, which uses an approximate-
degree ordering on the pattern of A + AT (AMD, [1]). Both MA38 and
MA41u attempt to reduce an optimistic lower bound on �ll-in. The perfor-
mance of UMFPACK3 on these matrices can be improved dramatically when
a non-default symmetric ordering is used instead.

For matrices with unsymmetric nonzero pattern, UMFPACK3 typically
uses less memory than MA41u. The latter method ran out of memory for
one matrix in the test set. In terms of run time, MA41u and UMFPACK3
are roughly split, in terms of which method is fastest on which particular
unsymmetric matrix. For symmetric-patterned matrices, MA41u is nearly
always the fastest method of those considered here, and it also tends to
�nd a better ordering in terms of �ll-in and oating-point operation count.
UMFPACK3 has less memory overhead per nonzero in L and U, however,
and thus it can still factorize some symmetric-patterned matrices using less
memory than MA41u.

Brainman and Toledo [10] use a nested dissection dissection method (re-
cursive graph partitioning) for �nding good orderings for left-looking meth-
ods. Their method partitions ATA without forming ATA explicitly, using
wide separators of A+AT. It is particularly well suited to matrices arising
in 2D and 3D problems, �nding better orderings than COLAMD for those
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matrices. Most of the symmetric-patterned matrices reported in Table 4 fall
in this category. Since UMFPACK3 exploits the same upper bound on �ll-in
as left-looking methods, and since UMFPACK3 can accept any given column
pre-ordering instead of its default COLAMD ordering, their method can be
applied to UMFPACK3 to improve its performance on 2D and 3D problems.

5 Summary

The new method presented here, UMFPACK3, tends to perform better than
left-looking methods (LU and SuperLU) on a wide range of matrices. It typ-
ically uses less memory and �nds better orderings. It takes less total time on
the particular single-processor computer used for the comparisons (although
a parallel version of SuperLU does exist). Based on the same criteria, it typ-
ically outperforms its predecessor, MA38, on all matrices with the exception
of those arising in circuit simulation problems. For matrices with moderate
or highly unsymmetric nonzero pattern, UMFPACK3 typically �nds a bet-
ter ordering that MA41u and uses less memory, but it is not always faster.
MA41u is clearly superior for matrices with symmetric nonzero pattern (in
terms of �ll-in and run time), although UMFPACK3 can still factorize many
symmetric matrices using less memory than MA41u, even a few very large
ones.

UMFPACK Version 3.2, prior versions of UMFPACK, COLAMD,
SYMAMD, and AMD are available at www.cise.u.edu/research/sparse, and
as a collected algorithm of the ACM (Algorithm 8xx) [13]. UMFPACK3
will also appear as a built-in routine in a future release of MATLAB as a
replacement for LU and the forward and backslash matrix operator (x =

Anb).
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